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Several hermit crabs (Coenobita variabilis) were spotted foraging amongst drift debris on the high tide line during the Club’s
excursion to Lee Point on 21 February. This one, amongst the largest we saw, is living inside a murex shell (Murex
coppingeri). It is bound to have difficulty upsizing, as there are not many sea shells larger than this murex around.
See page 5 for the full report. Photo: Miguel Bedoya‐Perez

FOR THE DIARY
March meeting: Wednesday 9 March, Barramundi Movement in Top End Waters
presented by David Crook
February excursion: Sunday 13 March, 1pm
Aquagreen, Howard Springs

• See page 2 for more details •
Disclaimer: The views expressed in Nature Territory are not necessarily those of the NT Field Naturalists' Club Inc. or members of its Committee.

Club Activities
March Meet ing - Barramundi Movement in Top End Wat ers

presented by David Crook
Wednesday 9 March 2016 7.45pm, Function Room, level 3, Red 1, CDU Casuarina
Large-bodied fishes comprise a major component of the
faunal biomass in healthy rivers.
The transport of assimilated energy via fish movement often
functions as an energetic ?subsidy? that supports food webs in
receiving ecosystems. Recent stable isotope analyses
demonstrate that the productivity of fish populations in
Northern Australian rivers is heavily reliant on short periods of
floodplain inundation during the wet season that facilitate
transfer of energy from the floodplain to the river channel.
To explore the role of fish movement as a driver of this
energetic subsidy, we tagged 65 barramundi (Lates calcarifer)
and 55 forktail catfish (Neoarius leptaspis) with radio and
acoustic transmitters in the South Alligator River in Kakadu
National Park. Radio-tagged fish were tracked by boat or
helicopter every two weeks and their use of main channel and
David Crook surgically implanting a transmitter into a 101cm barra on
floodplain habitats examined throughout the 2013/ 14 wet
the Roper River.
Photo supplied by David Crook
season. An array of 31 acoustic receivers was also used to
track the longitudinal movements of acoustically tagged fish
from freshwater to the estuary mouth. The findings of the study are used to draw conclusions regarding the importance of
inundated floodplains as fish habitat and sources of energy for supporting riverine fish populations.
David Crook is a Principal Research Fellow at the Research Institute for the Environment and Livelihoods at Charles Darwin
University, Northern Territory, Australia. His research primarily focusses on developing our understanding of behaviours
associated with fish movement and migration, and the role of connectivity in structuring fish populations. David has
employed techniques includes radio and acoustic telemetry, otolith chemistry and population genetics and has published
more than 60 scientific papers and book chapters relating to the ecology of freshwater and diadromous fishes.

March Fiel d Out ing - Aquagreen, Howard Springs
Sunday 13 March 2016 1 pm, 100 Mahaffey Rd, Howard Springs
Overview: In 1995 Dave and Robyn Wilson started a small
business called Aquagreen. The aim was to provide Australian
Native plants and fish to the Aquarium trade. A web site was
produced to provide information on each of the species
produced for the aquarium trade. Each of the species listed on
the web site has an underline, if you select the underlined
species name it will take you to an information page. There you
will find information about the species, its background and how
to maintain and breed it in captivity. An example would be the
large freshwater snail Notopala waterhousei,
http:/ / www.aquagreen.com.au/ plant_data/
Notopala_waterhousei.html
Two male Banded (Rainbowfish Melanotaenia trifasciata) from the
Cato River, Arnhem Land
Photo supplied by Dave Wilson

Where: Travel down the Stuart Hwy to Coolalinga, turn left at
Giraween Rd, Left again at Mahaffey Rd & then 1 km down the
Road turn Right at the block labelled 28/ 100
What t o bring: Hats, sunscreen, water, insect repellent, ,
cameras, note books.
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Club News
Int erest ing Snippet s / Sight ings
This is a new addition to the newsletter and we are relying on NT Field Nats members letting other members know
of any interesting snippets or sightings. You can let Lyn Lowe know of your snippet or sighting at the monthly
meeting or, if you are unable to attend please send an email to news.ntfieldnatsnt@gmail.com so we can include
it in the newsletter.
Club Member Amanda Lilleyman's discovery of new microscopic species of polychaete worms living below
Darwin's beaches is mentioned in the latest CDU news and more information can be read here;
http:/ / www.cdu.edu.au/ enews/ stories/ invert-lilleyman

Comings and Goings
We welcome new member Jacqueline Taylor to the club.

Fiel d Nat s CDU Schol arship 2016
The NT Field Naturalists Club committee has for a second year committed to providing a
scholarship to a post-graduate student at CDU studying in ecology or natural history.
The recipient of last year's scholarship was Stephanie Oberprieler who will be presenting a
talk at our May meeting.
Applications close Friday 4 March 2016, details can be found at;
http:/ / www.cdu.edu.au/ sites/ default/ files/ scholarships/ docs/ northern_territory_field_naturalists_club.pdf .

This is a fantastic opportunity for a student to link with the club, and a real strengthening
of the relationship between the club and CDU and the academic world. If you know of
someone that this would suit, pass these details on. It will be great to hear from our
scholarship students over time.

Fut ure Fiel d Nat s Program
April Meet ing: Wednesday 13 April. Sea turtle & sea snake surveys on the reefs of the Sahul Shelf
following the 2009 Montara oil spill with Mick Guinea.
April Excursion: Sunday 17 April. Weedathon,
May Meet ing: Wednesday 11 May. - Distributions of invertebrates in Kakadu National Park with
Stefanie Oberprieler
May Excursion: Sunday 14 May. Bird watching at Hardy's Lagoon with John Rawsthorne

Top End Nat ive Pl ant Societ y's monthly talk is on Thursday March 17th at Marrara Christian College at
7.30pm. Mike Clark is presenting a talk about about 'Plants of the Pilbara'.
Their monthly outing on the 20 March 2016 to a 'Bush Block in Giraween'.
More information can be found on their website: www.topendnativeplants.org.au
Nature Territory - March 2016
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February Club Meeting Insights & issues from a remote Australian reef in the Timor Sea
Present at ion by Jim Prescot t

Report by Tif f anie Pearse

Jim Prescott?s presentation mainly focused on the fishery activities on Scott Reef, located in the
Timor Sea, 300 km northwest of Cape Leveque, Western Australia. Scott Reef is under the protection
of the Australian Commonwealth Government, and is managed by the Australian Fisheries
Management Authority. The Authority?s goals for the area are:
-

Maximise long term social and economical benefits for Indonesia
Manage the fisheries stock to a sustainable level
Research the social-economics of the area with interviews
Collect data on sales of fishery exports
Manage cash and effort log book project .

The current diagnosis is the reef is being intensively fished therefore there is rapid depletion of
fishery stocks, estimating 90% of sea animals are being removed. Previously the villagers grew rice
crops and other agricultural projects on the islands and a lot the villager groups were involved in
shark fining. These days villagers are heavily involved in diving for sea cucumbers and other valuable
reef species. Different village groups used different techniques to collect the sea cucumbers. There
are Landong (spear fishing), Trochus diving, Alorese diving, and Miteng diving.
The villagers have turned to fishing as they are
able to earn more than what they would if they
stayed home. Large sea cucumbers can earn
$10-20 AU which is a week?s wage. The catch
price for sea cucumbers is going up by an
estimated 30% per year. The villagers usually
fish for two months at a time, eating fresh fish
for two months. Then they take home dried fish
for their families to eat. The fishing trips are also
seen as a positive cultural activity for men i.e.
?boy?s trip?.
Interesting findings from project carried by the
Australian Fisheries Management Authority are
that it is hard for the untrained fishermen to
Crew in their sampans between dives. Photo supplied by Jim Prescott
identify sea cucumbers. Therefore it is hard to
monitor stocks without help from the local
villagers as the locals are extremely good at hunting sea cucumbers. For example on a 2 ha block
researchers estimated a total of 42 sea cucumbers, however the villager project group managed to
find 399 sea cucumbers in the same block and the majority were found at night as sea cucumbers are
nocturnal.
The fisheries of Scott Reef will fare poorly if unmanaged. The Commonwealth Government is
currently looking into to creating some procedures to better manage the reef stock. Possibly
enforcing boat take-home limits. The current fishing activities by the villagers have a very small
environmental footprint, accessing the reef only by sail boats and drying the catch by sun and salt.
Another positive is despite the intensive fishing of the reef sea cucumbers have persisted. The most
important activity to be done now is to manage the fishery well for both marine life and the villagers.
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February Fiel d Trip

Del ivered Court esy of t he Monsoon - Lee Point
Report & images by Miguel Bedoya-Perez
We started our outing with an unusual welcome by a pair of Grey-crowned Babblers (Pomatostomus
temporalis) industriously building their next sea view condo at the edge or Lee Point?s car park.
Although humble at that stage, the potential magnitude of the real state could be seen by the spread
of twigs and leaves across the branches.
We then followed the lead of Richard Willan towards the
drift line at Lee Point beach. Despite all Richard?s
foresight, last Sunday?s weather was all but reminiscent of
the Monsoon. Yet, there were still treasures to be found,
and oh boy did we found treasures. From the more
common shells - now referred to as clams and snails to
keep their connection to their living origins ? through to
crabs, tusk shells, amphipods, sand dollars and the seldom
noticed worm-like Wulguru. All interesting finds enriched
by the expertise of our guide.
Left: Rhyzophora stylosa seedling with signs of hermit
Very soon the struggle for survival was exemplified by our
crab feeding. Right: Moon snail (Neverita didyma) drill
findings: Clusters of barnacles (Pyrgoma sp.) formed
hole in Mactra sp. clam.
dome-shape structures to firmly attach themselves to their
host Plate coral (Turbinaria frondens); Mangroves seedlings (Rhyzophora stylosa and Avicennia marina)
battled to germinate while hermit crabs munch on their
growing shoots; and once our eyes knew what to look for,
it seemed that every clam and snail we picked up had the
unmistakable signs of moon snails (Neverita didyma)
predation. But there was also a certain ?harmony? to be
seen. By looking at the different shapes of clams and
snails, it was clear that when alive these were highly
adapted animals showing the marks of their lifestyles.
The long pointy shape of the Waxen Screw Snail
(Turritella terebra) and the tusk shells (Cadulus sp. and
Left: Tusk shell (Dentalium austini) showing the elongated
Dentalium austini), ideal to bury themselves vertically in
shape ideal to dig straight down in the sand. Right: Heart
cockle (Lunulicardia retusa) with its sharp, almost square
the sand; the sharp almost square angle in the Heart
edge that remains close to the surface while the rest of
the animal is buried.
Cockle's shell (Lunulicardia retusa) was evidence of the
superficial habits of these clams; the flattened body of
Peron?s Sand Dollar (Peronella orbicularis) perfect for a
life foraging on the sand?s surface; and finally the
rough exterior of the Horse-hoof limpet (Cheilea
equestris), Sandwich Oyster (Dendostrea sandwichensis)
and Star Turban Snail (Astralium stellare) were tell-tale
stories of the rocky origins of these molluscs, probably
the last remanent of the last monsoon. But not all was
forensic guess work, and as we approach the tide line
A very hungry Dog whelks (Nassarius olivaceus) was spotted
we were greeted by a myriad of living, moving, eating
during our outing, but it swiftly hid under the sand when our
and hiding organisms. On the exposed but wet sand we
troop approached.
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found amphipods hiding under dead clams, and hermit crabs roaming around foraging, or just running
away from this large troop of predatory humans. In the shallows, with the help of one of Richard?s
trusty sieve, we unearthed some small bivalves
(Paphies altenai), that quickly dug their way
back in the sand as soon as they had the
chance. We interrupted two very hungry Dog
Whelks (Nassarius olivaceus), that ?swiftly?? at
that speed I am sure a real predator would have
had them - hid away in the sand too. We also
found sand dollars (Arachnoides placenta) and a
box crab (Calappa hepatica), but most
fascinating of all was the Wulguru.
Described by Richard as the most abundant
animal in Darwin?s coastline, the Wulguru are a
very small (no more than 3 mm long) green
worm-like creature that congregates in small depressions on the
sand through which the tidal water trickles. At first glance you won?t
even notice them, the second time you see them you will think they
are a green alga growing on the sand. It won?t be until you look at
them for the third time, and give them a close inspection, that you
will notice they are actually tiny worms that hide into the sand as
soon as they sense a disturbance close by. Once we saw them, they
were obviously all around us, and their abundance quite
overwhelming. On our way back to the drift line we encountered a
large troop of soldier crabs (Mictyris darwinensis), and Richard made
sure of demonstrating exactly how these funny little crustaceans
feed. He also pointed out signs of another crab that uses the same
technique - however privately within a few feet of its borrow - the
Sand Bubbler Crab (Scopymera inflata). By then the sun was high in
the sky, and the heat of the day was starting to weigh on us. So we
stumbled back to the car park, said our good byes, and left Lee Point Just under the surface of the wet sand
were the circular tell tale signs of hundreds
a bit wiser than when we arrived.
of sand dollars (Arachnoides placenta),
Amphipods hiding from the heat of the day under a small shell.

one of two species found on the beach.

A hundred or so Wulguru cuspidata, a tiny green worm-like creature that forms clusters on the wet sand is the most abundant animal on
Darwin's coastline and was first observed by club member Megan Hoskins in July 2014.
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Bird of the month - Great Knot
By Amanda Lil l eyman
Bird: Great Knot (Calidris tenuirostris ) (gl obal l y
Endangered)
Famil y: Scolopacidae
Size: 26 ? 28 cm long
Descript ion: The Great Knot is a medium-sized
migratory shorebird and is the largest species in the
Calidris genus. It has a straight and slender black bill.
The bill is just longer than the length of the head of
the bird. Like all other migratory shorebirds, this
species goes through a breeding moult and
non-breeding moult each year. When the Great Knot
Photo: Gavin O'Brien
is in Australia it is pale grey on the upperparts and
breast. The head, neck and breast through to flanks
are finely streaked. The rump and uppertail coverts are white. In non-breeding plumage, the Great Knot can be
confused with the Red Knot, but is a larger bird and the bill is longer. Juvenile plumage is darker and browner than
adult plumage and with pale fringes to upperparts. In breeding plumage the Great Knot is striking with heavy
black spotting on the chest and flanks, chestnut scapulars with black tips and black primary feathers.
Ecol ogy: This species is a long-distance migrant and travels 22 000 km per year between breeding sites in the
northern hemisphere to non-breeding sites in the southern hemisphere. This species has a large breeding
distribution in the subarctic of north-east Siberia. Nesting occurs in May to late June with both parents tending to
the eggs and once they hatch the female leaves the area and the male cares for the chicks. After the breeding
season the species migrates south along the East Asian-Australasian Flyway and stages in the Yellow Sea region to
refuel and rest. The species then continues migration and arrives in Australia in August and September. The
species prefers coastlines and sheltered bays where their bivalve prey is abundant. Great Knots occur along the
coast of Australia, with highest abundances across northern Australia.

Photo: Amanda Lilleyman

In Darwin: Great Knots can be found along Lee Point
beach, Sandy Creek and on the rocky outcrops of
Nightcliff and East Point during the non-breeding season
(from August through to April). All of these sites are
considered internationally important as they have
supported 0.1 % of the total East Asian-Australasian
Flyway at any one time. Lee Point beach is particularly
important for the species as up to 6000 Great Knots use
this site. Because of this it is classed as a no dog zone to
help protect this species and other migratory shorebirds
that use the site.

Ref erences:
ht t p:/ / birdl if e.org.au/ bird-prof il e/ great -knot
ht t p:/ / birdl if e.org.au/ project s/ shorebirds-2020
ht t p:/ / www.environment .gov.au/ cgi-bin/ sprat / publ ic/ publ icspecies.pl ?t axon_id=862
Van Gils, J., Wiersma, P. & Sharpe, C.J. (2016). Great Knot (Calidris tenuirostris). In: del Hoyo, J., Elliott, A., Sargatal,
J., Christie, D.A. & de Juana, E. (eds.). Handbook of the Birds of the World Alive. Lynx Edicions, Barcelona. (retrieved
from http:/ / www.hbw.com/ node/ 53921 on 20 January 2016).
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The Common Crow Butterfly

Article and images by Tissa Ratnayeke

As the name suggests, the Common Crow Butterfly
(Euploea core) is indeed frequently observed in its
preferred habitat, which in the Top End could just as
easily be a well established garden or in and around
monsoon forests.
It has a wide distribution and is found throughout
south Asia, the Australian subspecies corinna is most
abundant across the northern parts of WA, NT and
Queensland, on occasions even ranging down the east
coast into Victoria.
The caterpillars have alternating bands of orange,
black and white, and sport eight harmless “tentacles”.
They feed on sappy plants from which they absorb
toxins resulting in all life stages becoming unpalatable
to many vertebrate predators.
Perhaps the most striking and memorable feature of
this species is the silver/chrome colour of the pupa.
Also worth noting, the adult in common with many

others in the Nymphalidae family, only has four fully
developed legs, the forelegs being somewhat stunted.
If you’re new to butterflies in the Top End, this species
is an easy one to start with. As a moderate to large
butterfly with a wing span of approximately 75 mm
and slow flying, they are easily observed.

VOLUNTEER SOUGHT
WALLABY MOVEMENTS AND FORAGING
Researchers at the Research Institute for the Environment and Livelihoods are seeking
volunteers to assist in catching, tracking, surveying and assessing the impacts of Agile Wallabies
(Macropus agilis) on agricultural landscapes in the Northern Territory.
The right volunteer should be fit for manual labour (e.g. gardening) and must be able to spend up to 10
days away from any major cities and towns. Work will occupy day and night (with breaks programed in
between). There is some level of flexibility in the tasks available.
Catching of wallabies will occur between March and April 2016. While tracking, surveying and impacts
assessments are programed to occur across the year until October 2016.
You can join as many or as few fieldtrips as you want
If you are interested please contact Miguel Bedoya-Perez for more details.
T: (08) 8946 7728
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M: 0405 022 539

E: Miguel.BedoyaPerez@cdu.edu.au
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http://ntfieldnaturalists.org.au/

Club notices
Thank you: The previous issue was despatched by Ilona Barrand.
Newsletter contributions welcome: Sightings, reports, travelogues, reviews, photographs, sketches, news,
comments, opinions, theories ..... , anything relevant to natural history. Please forward material to Emma
Noonan at news.ntfieldnatsnt@gmail.com or the Club's postal address, or contact her on 0417 321 130.
Deadline for the April newsletter: Tuesday 29 March 2016
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Need a Club membership form? Go to: http://sites.google.com/site/ntfieldnaturalists/downloads.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Northern Territory Naturalist:

Chief Editor, Richard Willan, is delighted with the number of submissions he has received for the
next issue of the Club’s scientific journal, Northern Territory Naturalist, Volume 27. In fact there
appear to be sufficient articles to produce a bumper edition. All the present submissions are
now in the editorial system. New submissions will be published next year in Volume 28.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●
Top End Native Plant Society General meetings are held on the 3rd Thursday of the month at the Marrara
Christian College, corner Amy Johnson Ave. and McMillans Road, and commence at 7:30 PM (speaker at 8 PM).
Visit http://www.topendnativeplants.org.au/index.php or contact Russell Dempster on 8983 2131.
●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●●

NT Field Naturalists’ Club Meetings are generally held on the second Wednesday of every month,
commencing at 7:45 PM, on the Casuarina Campus of Charles Darwin University.
Subscriptions are on a financial‐year basis and are: Families/Institutional ‐ $30; Singles ‐ $25;
Concessions ‐ $15. Discounts are available for new members – please contact us.
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